Welcome to Power Pet Sitter
This manual provides step by step details to help you set up your company and
schedule within Power Pet Sitter. Screen shots are provided to give you a direct look at
the page and tab being discussed. Please remember that any pre-entered information
in these screen shots will not be there when you go to set up.
NOTE: Before you begin, please make sure that you’re using the correct internet
browser. For PC users, Power Pet Sitter is compatible with Internet Explorer 6 to 11,
Mozilla FireFox, and Chrome. If you are a Mac user, Power Pet Sitter is compatible with
Mozilla Firefox, Chrome, and Safari.
Knowing your tabs:
As an administrator, there are 10 tabs you should be aware of. These tabs will show as
white in your window and the tab you’re actively using will be orange.

Business tab: This tab holds all your company information and will be the most important
when you’re first setting up.
Users Tab: This tab will allow you to manage all your client and staff users, along with
adding in new users.
Appts Tab: This tab allows you to manage your appointments and will always be the tab
that you see upon first logging in.
Recurring Tab: This tab will hold a list of all your recurring appointments.
CC Tab: This tab will allow you to manage charging invoices and marking them as paid.
Staff Schedule Tab: This tab allows you to review your staff schedules, either individually
or as a whole.
Calendar Tab: This tab allows you to look at a day to day system wide schedule.
My Sched Tab (Staff Only): This tab is for staff members only. It allows them to review
their schedule for a user specified date range.
Visits: This tab allows you to mark visits as confirmed and to mark visits as completed.
This is largely used by employees and never by clients.
QB Trans Tab: If you are going to be using QuickBooks Online, this tab will show you the
invoices and allow you to reprocess failed items, along with search for transactions.
Reports Tab: This tab allows you to run various reports about Clients, Staff and Business
Data.
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Inside your Business tab
Your business tab is the one that will hold all your company
information and will be what you use to set up and structure your
business and services. We will go through each Sub tab separately.

Settings:
Clicking on this tab will send you to your Business Settings page. This tab
allows you to set your business information, website address, and logo. It also
allows you to set QuickBooks login and set maximum and minimum times for
scheduling and cancelling. We will go through each box separately.

Company Profile:

Enter information about your company, including business name, address,
Phone numbers and website addresses. This information will appear on your
unique Power Pet Sitter login page and in the banner at the top of the program
when logged in.
The Homepage URL (When filled out) will provide a link at the top right of your
page for people to see upon logging in. The Ending URL will be the website that
users are redirected to upon logging out of the software.
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Company Logo:

You will upload your company logo here. This image will show in the top left
hand corner of the screen for everyone who logs into your business. The image
may not be more than 150 x 100 pixels. (That’s width by height.)

Sales Tax:

If you live in an area where tax is charged on services, this is where you will
designate the sales tax that will be applied to visits. You can set which services
and add-ons will be taxable in your Services.
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Payment Options:

This box will allow you to indicate what kind of payment options that your
business will accept. Payment options that you select here will show up in the
client profile as options for individual payment. If you want your business to only
accept credit cards, make sure that the appropriate check box is checked.
With this selected, you can still accept other forms of payment from individual
clients by moving them from the Client list to the Override list.
NOTE: If you decide to only accept credit cards, clients that are not in this
override list are required to have a credit card on file. If they don’t, you will not
be able to approve appointments for that client until either they have a credit
card or are in the Override list.
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Scheduling Restrictions:

This box allows you to set a minimum and maximum time in advance that you
want to allow Clients to schedule an appointment. You can also set a minimum
cancelation period. A client will not be allowed to schedule or cancel an
appointment within these established time frames. These restrictions are for the
Client only. Administrator and Staff with the appropriate privileges can still
schedule and cancel within these periods.

NOTE: A 0/0/0 setting here will refuse your clients same day scheduling.
The 24 hour rule is not strict. To ensure that a solid 24 restriction on
scheduling/cancelation is set, PPS suggest you set this to a minimum of 1 Day/0
hours/0 minutes.
Boxes with custom messages for each restriction will appear if a client attempts
to book or cancel inside this time frame. Custom messages can be set in the
Policies Screen, under the Business Tab.
E-Mail Tag:

There will be various times that PPS will send out an e-mail from your business,
such as confirmation e-mails. This box allows you to set a logo or image at the
end of those e-mails, with the option of having that image also serve as a link
when clicked. You will not ‘upload’ the image. Instead, the URL address is a
path that leads to the location of the image.
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Miscellaneous Options:

We’ll address the check boxes first.
1) If you would like your sitters to see their pay rate in the confirmation emails, select this box. NOTE: On appointments that have multiple sitters,
only the pay rate of the sitter receiving the e-mail will appear. Other
sitter rates will be blank, keeping your sitters from seeing what others
make on a shared appointment.
2) This check box allows you to show the time blocks of the visits in each
confirmation e-mail.
3) This box will force your clients to click ‘I Agree’ on your policy when
they log in. We will set your policies in the Policy subtab under your
Business tab.
4) This box allows you to decide if your Clients get a receipt of charge
when you run their credit cards.
5) This check box enables our Check In Feature, allowing your sitters to
check in and out with the mobile application. It will adjust how you see
your Services, allowing you to set a Max Visit Time.
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6) This box, and the one below, will control ‘Visits not CheckedIn/Completed’ Notifications. If you select either of these boxes, you will
start to receive a notification letting you know about visits that have
not been checked into, or have not been completed by the end of
their timeblocks. You will also be able to select which sitters receive
these notifications, for their visits specifically.
7) This box will hide the ‘Click here to Register’ link, found by default on
every PPS Login page. This means new clients cannot register, but it
also means current clients won’t be able to recreate themselves.
Every night, each active sitter will receive their schedule via e-mail for the
upcoming days. Here in the drop-down box, you can set how many days of
scheduling they will receive.
You must also set what country you’re working in. Appropriate wording, date
formatting, the ₤ (pound) and € (euro) sign will be applied for the UK and Ireland
versions. NOTE: PPS does not integrate with QuickBooks for the UK and Ireland
instances.
If you want notifications of visits missed, you will need to select your timezone.
Currently, these are only for the US and Hawaii.
NOTE: Natural Admins, more clearly known as the admin account created with
the business, will receive an excel file with their Complete nightly schedule. This
excel file will have every client scheduled over the next seven days. This is for
security, ensuring that you have your client information regardless of
connectivity. To get the password, please contact Support.
To finish filling out the miscellaneous options, you have the option to add links to
social media to your primary login page. Facebook, Twitter, Google Plus and
Linkedin are all open options and each will add their appropriate icon under the
login fields.
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QuickBooks Login:

Many business owners use QuickBooks Online for their accounting software and
it is the only accounting software that Power Pet Sitter can integrate with. In no
way are you required to use QBO in order to use Power Pet Sitter. However, if
you do plan on using QuickBooks Online, please contact our support team at
support@powerpetsitter.com so that we can link your accounts.
Information about QuickBooks can be found at their site:
http://quickbooks.intuit.com/
Payment Gateway:

Power Pet Sitter can charge credit card payments for client invoices. If you
would like to be able to use credit cards, you will need to apply for a merchant
account. The three providers that Power Pet Sitter integrates with are Sage
Processing, E-Online Data, and TSYS. Your rates will be based on your personal
credit score.
Congratulations! You’ve finished the first step of setting up your business!
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Inside your Business Tab

Pet Types:
This sub section allows you to create a list of the types of pets that your
business services.

Enter the type of pet into the text box and click the Add button to start
populating your list. These pet types will appear in a drop-down menu inside the
Pet Information area of the pet profile for selection.
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Time Blocks:
This sub section will allow you to define and title the blocks of time that
you will be offering services. You cannot define your services without at least
one time block.

NOTE: Once you create a time block, you cannot delete it without
deleting every appointment that it has ever been used in. You can edit it to
reflect a new need.

If you would like to enter a time block for an overnight visit, enter the
appropriate start time and set the ending time to 11:59. This will tell the system
that this time block is an Overnight and that time block will be established to run
from start time until 6 am the next morning, automatically.
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Services:
This sub tab allows you to define the services that your business will
provide. Remember, you cannot set a service without having at least one time
block created.

1) Select a title for your service and set a base system wide price for it.
NOTE: You may override this service price for an individual Client in their
profile. You can also override this price inside the appointment
management screen when scheduling. Any New or regular Clients
without the override price will be charged the amount you set here.
2) If you would like to charge a few dollars extra for those clients who have
multiple pets, you would put the price per additional pet in the
appropriate box.
3) Holiday Surcharge – If you set any specific dates into your Holiday
Calendar (i.e. the 4th of July, Easter, etc.) this check box allows you to
automatically charge that surcharge per appointment.
4) Discounts – This check box allows you to control whether a service can be
discounted. If this box is not checked, even if a Client has a standing
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discount policy, they will not be able to use that discount on that specific
service.

5) The Private Checkbox allows you to ‘hide’ a service from Client view.
These will be services that only the Administrator can schedule. One
suggestion for this option is for Staff training purposes, so that you can
track both time spent and money earned.
6) Inactivating a Service – It is important to note that once a service has
been created and used an in appointment, even once, it cannot be
deleted. This check box allows you to inactivate a service and remove it
from the scheduling screen, but there is no way for a permanent deletion.
A way around this is to ‘Edit’ the unwanted service and change what’s
needed to make it a useful service option.
7) Taxable – This check box allows you to determine whether the system
automatically charges taxes on a service or not. You can set your tax rate
in your Settings Subtab, under Business.
8) Min Time Service – If you have ‘Enable Check in Feature on Mobile App’
selected in your business settings, you will see this field. This will be the
number of minutes you would like your sitters to stay at each visit. If they
complete the visit before hitting the required elapsed time, Admin is
notified.
9) Assign the time blocks that you want this service to be available in. If you
don’t select any time blocks, then all of the time blocks you’ve created
will be applied as options to this service. If you’d like to select 2 or more
time blocks, hold down the ‘ctrl’ key (for PC) or the ‘Command’ key (for
Macs). If more than one time block is selected for this service, the
scheduler will be prompted to select which time block they want the
service to be completed in.
10) Add the description for your service. This description will appear when a
mouse is held over the ‘More Info’ link as shown in the image below. This
tells the client exactly what the service is.
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The orange Up and Down arrows on your Services screen allows you to
decide the order in which the services are displayed on the scheduling
screen.
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Service Add-Ons:
Power Pet Sitter allows you to add additional sub services to your main
services. These add-ons also cannot be deleted if they’ve been used in an
appointment, but you can edit them to reflect new needs. You will fill out
these boxes the same way you would for prime Services.
Note: Add-on Surcharges will only apply when a holiday is set to a percent
amount.

If you select Pet Specific, the scheduler will be prompted to choose which
pet will receive the additional attention or service. If you want to inactivate
an add-on, you can do so by ‘editing’ it and selecting the inactivate check
box, removing it from the scheduler screen all together. Again, the
description will be shown when a client or scheduler mouse’s over the ‘More
Info’ wording during scheduling. This additional sub-service and price will be
shown in the appointment management screen.
This will allow you to be more client-specific with your services and options.
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Custom Questions:
This Sub tab allows you to set custom questions that are unique to your
business.
Clicking on the ‘Add New Question’ Button will bring up a prompt that looks
like this:

After you have typed your question in, you can select if the question is Client
Based or Service Based. Client Based questions will appear in the client’s
profile and at the bottom of printed client information page.
A Service based question will be specifically applied to the Service of your
choosing, that will be included in the drop box. Any time that service is
scheduled, the scheduler will be prompted to answer the custom question
before they’re allowed to complete the scheduling process. This Service
Based question will also appear at the bottom of the printed Client
information page, but only after the client has scheduled that service.
After defining the type of question you’re asking, you will decide if the Client
will input a free-from answer or if they will select from a drop-down list of predefined answers. To create the list of pre-defined answers, type each answer
that you want to apply into the appropriate text box and hit the ‘+’ sign. This
will move the optional answer into the list, shown in the box below it. Mark the
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‘*’ box when inputting an option, if you’d like to prompt the Client to enter
more information in a text box when making this selection in the drop-down
menu you’ve created.
Be sure to save your questions.
The orange UP and DOWN arrows allows you to organize the order in which
these questions are shown during their application.

Policies:
This Sub tab allows you to set your unique business policies. A list of areas
where each of these policies will appear is on the left of your screen. Please
be sure to save each policy before clicking to the next.

The final option of the policy list is where you will input the policy agreement for
your business. Each new client registering for the first time will be required to
read the policy agreement and check a box indicating that they agree to the
policy before they can complete the registration process. The policy agreement
will appear at the bottom of every client profile when the customer is logged.
There will be a link, ‘Click here to read our Policy Agreement’, for clients to
review your agreement at any time. Once this link has been activated, a text
box containing the policy will appear. Above the box will be a link for the
customer to print the agreement if they’d like.
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For current clients that have not read the policy, a document icon will appear
at the top of their profile and beside a scheduled appointment in your
appointment tab. Once the client logs in and reads the policy, these icons will
go away.
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Zip Codes:
This subtab allows you to define the zip codes that you work in. You may add
them in individually, or search by City and State for a populated list for you to
choose from. Individuals registering themselves will be prompted to input a zip
code. If that zip code isn’t in your selected list, the client will receive a message
stating that you don’t service that area. Make sure to put all the ones you need
in this list!

Your staff will have the ability, through their Staff Profiles, to select which zip
codes out of this generated list they are willing or available to work in. When a
client books an appointment, a list of available sitters that have selected the
Client’s zip code as one they’re willing to service, will appear for an
administrator to assign them to the appointment.
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Veterinarians: This tab allows you to generate all the veterinarians that
are in your area. You may enter the veterinarians yourself, or this list will
automatically populate anytime a client enters information for a new vet for
their pet. The veterinarians in this list will appear in a drop-down menu for
selection within a client’s pet information area of the client profile.
Once you hit the ‘add’ button, you can put in your Vet information.

When you hit ‘save’, this Vet entry will be posted on your list in blue, as shown
above.
You may also run a Veterinarian report from under your Reports Tab:
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Price Changes:
This tab allows you to change the prices across the board, be it for
Increases or Decreases. Simply answer the questions accordingly and hit the
‘change prices button’.
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Referral Choices: This tab allows you to generate a list of how they heard
about your services. In every Client profile, there is a drop box that looks like this:

That list is populated from the list you will create here in your Referral Choices. To
generate this list, click the ‘Add Item’ button. A new choice will appear as
‘Double Click to Edit’.
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Select the checkbox in front of the referral choice if you would like for more
specific information regarding this referral option to be entered. For example, if
you have “Veterinarian” as a choice, you may want to know the name of the
veterinarian.
To alphabetize the list of Referral choices, select one of the sources and hit
‘Sort’. If you do not select one of the choices, you will get a pop up error like so:

Within your Reports tab, you will be able to run a report that shows a list of
Clients, using these referral choices as its filter.
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Custom Client Properties: This tab allows you to create True/False properties
for your clients that can be used in your Client Report Engine filters.

This can be used for various things, from marking a profile as being managed by
a specific user, to whether the Client has read the policies, or wants to keep a
key on file at your office. It is a versatile section of the software.
You will check these properties as true in a client’s profile, found under Client
Properties. If left unchecked, it will not apply to that Client.
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Account Information: This tab will allow you to manage your business
package.

Beneath this, you will be prompted to choose a Monthly or an Annual payment
schedule, and be allowed to fill out your Credit Card information. If you have
any issues or questions regarding this, e-mail Support@powerpetsitter.com.
NOTE: While PPS allows you to accept whatever kind of card you like from the
major lists of providers, we do not accept Discover Cards.
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Holidays: This tab allows you to set defined holiday dates and automatically
apply a surcharge for them. Holiday/Weekend surcharges will show in the
appointment total in the manage screen as Holiday/Weekend Surcharges. In
the summary page, you will see the surcharges appear listed below the services
as it applies to each service. You will also see the surcharge on the staff
schedule listed below the applicable services. Be sure to indicate in the sitter
profile, the percentage of the surcharge rates that they will receive.

You must put in all dates manually, as PPS doesn’t integrate with a holiday
populated calendar.
To set up Weekend Surcharges:
• Check for the surcharge to apply to Saturday and/or Sunday.
• Select if this surcharge will be a dollar or percentage amount.
• If you would like for the dollar surcharge to apply to multiple visits
scheduled by the client on the weekend day, place a check in the box
"For Dollar, amount applies to multiple visits on the same day".
• Input in the text box the amount (either dollar or percentage) of the
weekend surcharge. You do not need to include $ or % signs.
• Check the "Apply discounts" box if you would like for client discounts to
also apply to the weekend surcharge.
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Click the Save button.
For Holiday Surcharges:
Enter the date of the upcoming holiday.
Input a brief description of the holiday.
Select if the surcharge will be a dollar or percentage amount.
If you would like for the dollar surcharge to apply to multiple visits
scheduled by the client on the specified day, place a check in the box
"For Dollar, amount applies to multiple visits on the same day".
Check the "Apply discounts" box if you would like for client discounts to
also apply to the holiday surcharge.
Input in the text box the amount (either dollar or percentage) of the
holiday surcharge. You do not need to include $ or % signs.
Click the Save button, and the holidays will appear in a list below.
In reviewing the holiday, you will see:
the date
the amount (percentage or dollar value)
pct? - (percent) true if the surcharge is a percent, false if not a percent.
$ every visit? - true if you marked the "For Dollar, amount applies to
multiple visits on the same day" box, false if you did not.
Apply discount? - true if you marked the "Apply Discount" box, false if you
did not.
Description/Title of the holiday.
Active? - true if the surcharge is active and will be applied, false if not.

Note: You cannot edit a saved date. If you need to make an adjustment, please
‘Delete’ the date, per the button at the bottom of your populated box, and
recreate the Holiday.
This completes your Business Tab!
Now, your business is all set up and ready to serve your clients with the
appropriate information!
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Inside your Users Tab
Your Users tab is where you will go to manage and create new clients/staff
members and search for existing client/staff members. In some cases, your
clients will create their own profile.

Once you hit ‘add’, you will be routed to a blank Profile page.

New Client Profile: Fill in this page with the applicable information.
Required fields are marked with a red asterisk (*).
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Custom items, (items that you set up to meet your business needs in the Business
tab), within the client profile will be as follows.
Payment Method (found under Business > Settings > Payment Options)
Client Properties (found under Business > Custom Client Properties)
How did you hear about us (found under Business > Referral Choices)
Questions (found under Business > Custom Questions)
All other areas within the client profile are standard within the program.
Login Information:
1. Establish a unique Username for your new client. You may not have duplicate
usernames within your account. This does span the whole of PPS Servers so if a
client has used this software with a unique username/e-mail address, they will
need to use a different one.
2. You must enter an email and confirm that email for your clients. If you have a
client who does not have an email address, you may make up a fake email to
enter here.
3. Establish a password for your client.
*Once a profile has been saved, the password box will be blank. You may reset
a password at any time by entering in a new password, confirming this
password, and clicking “Save” to save the change.
Admin Note: Enter administrative notes relevant to this client. This information will
only be seen by the administrator and selected staff. Administrative notes will
appear in the client profile, and within the appointment manage screen.
*In each staff profile you will assign administrative permissions. Those staff with
permissions to ‘Approve Appointments’ and ‘Edit client information’ will see
these admin notes.
Payment Method: Select the payment method for this client. Payment method
selection is a custom feature within the profile. You will generate which methods
are available for selection within Business > Settings > Payment Method.
*If a credit card is selected here, you will be prompted to enter the credit card
information. Once a credit card number has been entered and saved, the
number will scramble. Only the last four digits of the number will appear when
you return to the client’s profile for their protection.
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Client Properties: Mark a statement with a check if relevant to this client. Client
properties are a custom feature within the profile. You will generate a list of
these client properties within Business > Custom Client Properties.
How did you hear about us: Select from the drop-down box how the client
learned about your business. This list of referrals is a custom feature within the
profile. You will generate this list of referral options within Business > Referral
Choices.
Credit Balance: This feature is available for those businesses that will be using the
payment gateway authorize.net to charge credit cards through Power Pet
Sitter. If a credit card was used to pay for a service that a client then cancels,
Power Pet Sitter will automatically apply a credit balance to their account in this
field of their profile. The next time the client schedules an appointment the
system will apply this credit to their appointment, and subtract the credit
amount from the balance due. This information will also be communicated to
Quickbooks online if you are using this feature with Power Pet Sitter. Any cash
credits for a client will need to be applied directly to your Quickbooks program
(or any other accounting software application you are using).
Staff Assignments: After the initial profile is completed and saved, you will be
able to assign sitters for this client. To assign a sitter, click on the drop-down
menu and a list of sitters who are designated for this client’s zip code will appear
in a list. You may also assign secondary and 3 alternate sitters for each client.
You may adjust these sitters at any time. When an appointment is scheduled,
whoever is named as the primary sitter within an account will automatically
populate the visit if they don’t have any time conflicts. If the primary sitter is
unavailable, the secondary sitter will auto populate instead. The system will
assign sitters in this manner down the list of assigned sitters.
Make Inactive: Mark here to inactivate a client. When searching for clients,
inactive clients will appear in a gray box. You will no longer be able to schedule
appointments for inactive clients and the clients will no longer be able to login.
Discounts: Enter a discount to be applied to all invoices generated for this client.
Questions: Questions are custom questions to add within the profile. Generate
these questions within Business > Custom Questions. Only questions marked as
client-based questions will appear here within the client profile. Service-based
questions are related to specific services, and will only appear to be answered
when the designated service is scheduled. Both client-based and service-based
questions will appear at the bottom of the printed client information page.
Client Notes: Enter client notes that will be viewed by staff and administrators
only (not clients). These client notes will appear within the client profile (when
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being viewed by staff), in the appointment manage screen, and within the
printed client information page.
Client Defaults: Set client specific rates for services. Rates entered here will
override the system prices set for services when this client is scheduled for an
appointment. These client default rates will always override the system rates for
services. If no prices are entered here, the price of a scheduled service will
default to the system amount for the service, as established when creating
services. You can also set start times related to services for this client. When a
specific start time is entered here, the time will appear on the staff’s schedule
when viewed in the system.
Once you hit ‘Save’, you will then be redirected to your Pet Profile.

Pet Profile:

Fill out the necessary information, upload a Pet Photo, select or add a new
Veterinarian.
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New Staff Profile: Fill in this blank staff profile with the applicable information.
Required fields are indicated with a red (*).

Login Information:
1. Establish a unique Username for your staff member. You may not have any
duplicate usernames within your account.
2. Enter an email address for your staff member. Many communications will be
sent to your sitters via their email, therefore it is important for them to provide an
email that they will regularly check.
3. Establish a password for your staff.
Names: The display name that you create for your staff will be the name that
appears when assigning the staff member within the system
Admin Note: Enter administrative notes relevant to this staff. This information will
only be seen by the administrator and selected staff.
*This area within the staff profile will NOT be viewable or accessible by a
staff member when they are logged in themselves, unless you give them
administrative permission to “Edit staff information”.
Zip Codes: Indicate here which zip codes the staff is available and/or willing to
perform sits within. Select a zip code from the “Available ZipCodes” box, and
click the right arrow to send the selected zip code to the “Your ZipCodes” box
on the right.
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Staff Information: Enter applicable information about your staff.
1. If you select to make a staff “Unavailable”, they will not be able to be
assigned to any appointments. These staff will not appear in the generated list of
staff when choosing to assign a sitter to a visit.
2. If you select to make a staff “Inactive”, they will no longer be able to login,
and will not be available for assignment nor will they receive any emails from the
program. When you search for an inactive staff they will appear in a gray box.
Inactive staff may always be re-activated by an administrator.
3. Select “Receive Nightly Schedule” for your staff to receive a nightly email of
their upcoming schedule. You will set the number of days of their upcoming
schedule to be received in the Business > Settings > Miscellaneous Options area.
4. For staff type, select whether your staff member is an employee or a vendor. It
is important that you indicate a staff member as a vendor if they are an
independent contractor, for IRS purposes. If you are using Quickbooks online
above the Simple Start version, you will be able to send vendor bills from Power
Pet Sitter to Quickbooks for management.
*This area within the staff profile will NOT be viewable or accessible by a staff
member when they are logged in themselves, unless you give them
administrative permission to “Edit staff information”.
Custom Rates: Assign your sitter’s pay rate in this area. You may select to fill all
rates to a dollar or percentage amount. Select for the rate to be based on a
dollar or percentage amount on the left side of the page. To the right, enter the
numerical amount (dollar or percentage) for all the rates to be set to, and click
“Set”. To change the price of only one rate, simply change the rate amount for
the specific service to the desired amount.
*This area within the staff profile will NOT be viewable or accessible by a staff
member when they are logged in themselves, unless you give them
administrative permission to “Edit staff information”.
Exception Hours: After the new staff profile has been completed and saved, the
staff member or administrator will be able to enter exception hours. To enter an
exception such that it is always applicable for a certain day, select the day or
days of the week during which the exception time occurs. Beneath the days,
enter the time period during that day that the staff is unavailable. If the staff is
unavailable for the entire day, leave the times blank. Click the “Save” button.
This exception will then appear in a list of Current Exceptions.
Your staff may also enter a specific day or date range during which they will not
be available. Enter the specific days and times that the sitter will not be
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available, and click the “Save” button. Again, leave Time of day blank for the
entire day to apply. Each day and time period will then generate in the list of
Current Exceptions. These exceptions may be deleted at any time when no
longer applicable.

Administrative Permissions: As the administrator, you have the ability to
assign administrative permissions to a staff member.
*Administrative Permissions may only be set by the ADMIN user.
Approve appointments: When logged in to the system, a staff member
with this permission will be able to review a scheduled appointment, manage
the appointment, and approve it.
Hide Appointment Notes: Selecting this will hide the appointment notes on
your ‘Manage Appointment Screen’ for this staff member. It will not hide Client
notes or Visit time notes.
Schedule appointments: This permission allows the staff member to
schedule appointments for clients.
Can search and edit ALL Client Profiles: Assign this permission to allow for
the staff member to search for any client, and have access to edit the client
information.
Can search and edit ALL Staff Profiles: This permission allows the staff
member to search for any staff, and to view and edit any staff member’s
information.
View staff schedule: This permission allows the staff member to view the
staff schedules. This will also inadvertently allow them to manage appointments,
via the ‘manage’ button on the right of the spreadsheet the tab generates.
Hide Pricing Total: The Staff Schedule will automatically show you how
much the business or the staff have made inside a specified date range. This
box removes those totals.
Report Engine: This permission will provide the staff member with the ability
to run any report within the Reports tab when logged in.
Process CC/Invoice: This permission will give the staff member access to
the CC tab when logged in. The staff will be able to process credit card
payments and mark invoices as paid when applicable.
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Receive Credit Card Emails – This permission will allow for the staff member
to receive emails from Power Pet Sitter of credit card transactions.
OverBooking: Your established time blocks will appear here. Set a maximum
number of visits this sitter will be scheduled for in each time block. The visit before
the limit has been reached; a sitter’s name will appear in red when being
scheduled for an appointment. You may override the overbooking and still
schedule the sitter for the visit; however their name will appear in red indicating
a conflict.
Ranking – If you would like to assign a ranking to your sitter you may do so here.
Select between 1 and 5 stars. This number will appear to administrators and
select staff (as provided with administrative permissions) in parenthesis next to
the staff’s name, when selecting to assign a staff member to a visit.
*Overbookings and Rankings are not viewable or accessible by Staff members,
unless the Admin has given them the permissions to view and edit all staff
members.
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User Tab (Cont’d):

Export to Excel: Choose to export client and pet or staff data to an Excel
spreadsheet. Client data will always come with client’s pets, shown as ‘Pets’ on
the second sheet of the Excel file.
1. Select Client or Staff data to export.
2. Choose to export information on active or inactive individuals or both.
3. Click the “Export” button.
Search by: Search for your clients or staff.
1. Select Client or Staff to search for a client or staff.
2. Leave the box blank and ALL clients will be listed in alphabetical order by first
name.
3. To narrow your search, type the first name, last name, username, OR pet
name for the client or staff you are searching for and click “Search”. A list will
appear of clients or staff. Active clients or staff will appear in white and light blue
rows. Inactive clients or staff will appear in a gray row. Once a list of clients or
staff appears, select the type of action indicated to the right of the name,
which you would like to perform.
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Search by: For Clients

Email address: Click on the client’s email address to send them an email.
View/Edit: Click on this link to view and edit the client profile including pet
information.
Schedule: Click on this link to schedule an appointment for the client.
Review: Click on this link to review a list of client appointments (approved,
unapproved, and cancelled) within a date range you specify.
Login: Click on this link to login as the client. You will see what it looks like to be
logged in as if you were the client.
Delete: Click on this link to inactivate a client.

NOTE: Once you schedule an appointment for a client, even if you cancel the
appointment, you will not be able to delete this client. You can always
inactivate a client, but you will not be able to permanently remove a client from
the account.
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Search for: For Staff.

Email address: Click on the staff’s email address to send them an email.
View/Edit: Click on this link to view and edit the staff profile.
Login: Click on this link to login as the staff member. You will see what it looks like
to be logged in as if you were the staff member.
Delete: Click on this link to inactivate a staff member.

NOTE: You may delete a staff member to permanently remove them from your
account. HOWEVER any history related to that client and visits they performed
will be deleted. You may always inactivate a staff to maintain the staff’s history.
Power Pet Sitter WILL NOT be able to retrieve any history once it has been
deleted. Power Pet Sitter STRONGLY advocates that you do not delete anything,
but rather inactivate your clients or staff when necessary.
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Inside your Appointment Tab
This is the first tab an Admin User will see upon logging in. This tab will allow you
to search for and manage any appointment.

Status: Select the type of appointment you want to search for from the dropdown menu and that type of appointment will populate underneath.
Unapproved
Approved
Cancelled/Rejected
Completed
Contains unconfirmed Visits
Date Range: Provide a date range within which you would like to search for an
appointment.
Appointment #: You may pull up a single appointment directly by entering the
appointment number here and selecting to “Search” for that appointment, or
be taken directly to the manage screen by selecting the “Manage” button.
‘Summary’ will send you to a detailed summary of the appointment.
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Inside your Recurring Tab
This tab will show you recurring appointments that are waiting to be scheduled.

When you are ready to schedule the next recurring appointment for a client,
select the “Schedule” button next to the client’s name, and the recurring
appointment will be scheduled. You will then be directed to the manage screen
to manage and approve the appointment. When you return to the recurring
tab, the start and end date will indicate the time frame of the next appointment
for scheduling.
Once a recurring appointment has been scheduled from the recurring tab, you
may manipulate that appointment without affecting the original schedule of
the recurring appointment. If for instance your client wants to add in an
additional service during one of their regular recurring weekly schedules, you will
simply add the service to the scheduled appointment - the next weekly
appointment in the recurring tab will not contain the additional service.
If you need to make a permanent change to a recurring appointment, select
the “Delete” button in the recurring tab to remove the old recurring schedule,
and then schedule a new recurring appointment to reflect the permanent
changes.
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Inside your CC tab
Power Pet Sitter integrates with three different Merchant Gateways to charge
credit cards. If you have selected to charge credit cards using Power Pet Sitter,
you will do so in this tab.
Begin by choosing the number of days before the start date of an appointment
you would like for appointments to appear in this list. All appointments for clients
with credit cards on file who have appointments for billing within the specified
time will appear in this list. You may select to order this list in different manners.
The white font headings for each appointment will allow you to sort the list
according to your needs. For example to sort the list by end date as opposed to
start date, click on the white font “End Date” and the list will re-sort based on
the ending dates of the appointments.

The system generates an instance for the Invoice only, and an instance that
includes the Charge and an Invoice. You will process these as a cluster. The
data will merge as it’s moved over to QuickBooks.
You will select the appointments that you want to charge and click the “Submit
checked items” button. The client credit card will then be charged, and an
invoice will be generated for this appointment within Quickbooks (if you are
integrating Quickbooks online with Power Pet Sitter). If a client is normally a
credit card client, but you do not want to charge their card for an appointment,
click on the black “Mark as Paid” link by the appointment that you do not want
to charge. This will remove the appointment from the list.
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Inside your Staff Schedule Tab
This tab allows you to view your staff schedule and, as an admin, allows you to
see what the business has made in the selected date range or how much the
Staff have made over the selected date range. You can do this by Staff
members individually or as a whole.

1. Select whether you would like to see prices as earned by the Business, or
prices as earned by the Staff.
2. Enter the date range you would like to see.
3. Select the staff member from the drop-down menu for whose schedule you
would like to see. In the drop-down list, you will see the names of all staff
members. Those staff with visits in the specified time range will have a dollar
amount in parenthesis next to their name. This amount will be either the total of
their visits in the range as earned by the Business, or as earned as a Staff,
depending on your selection in #1. When you select a staff member’s name
their schedule will appear for the specified range. You can also review the staff
schedule for all staff. From the drop-down menu, select the first option in your list,
“SHOW ALL STAFF MEMBERS”. All visits will then be listed based on each sitter –
you will also see a breakdown of the service price, the staff rate, business rate,
and the staff pay rate.
*When your staff login to the system under their unique username, they will have
their own modified schedule tab. The staff tab is named My Sched. Staff will only
be able to review their own schedule unless given an administrative permission
to do otherwise (assigned by the administrator within the staff profile). Staff with
administrative permission will have a My Sched tab in addition to a Staff Sched
tab.
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Sitter Time Off Schedule:
Clicking this link allows you to see a gridded schedule of your sitters
availability, showing if they’re off, out, or available for the selected date range.

Clicking on a Staff members name will bring up that Staff Profile, allowing you to
scroll down to the Staff members’ exception hours for a full list of their requested
time off. You can also find this in your Reports tab.
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Inside your My Sched. Tab (For Staff)
When staff login under their unique usernames, they will be prompted to enter a
date range for which they would like to review their schedule. Once they hit
‘Continue’, they will see their schedule.

All the icons you may see here have a meaning.
1. A green vertical bar along the left side of the service indicates that the
appointment has been approved.
2. A red vertical bar along the left side of the service indicates that the
appointment has not yet been approved.
3. A green checkmark means the appointment has been completed and
marked as completed by the staff member.
4. A red checkmark means the appointment has not been marked as
completed by the staff member.
5. A blue i icon is a link to the client’s printable profile information.
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6. A green box around a service indicates that this is the first visit within the
scheduled appointment. A double box around a service indicates that this is the
first and last visit within the appointment (only one visit was scheduled).
7. A red box around a service indicates that this is the last day or visit within the
scheduled appointment. If you have two visits on the last day, each will come
with its own red box.
8. A clock with a box to the right is a tool that can be used by either the
administrator or the sitters – whichever is suitable for your company. Enter a time
here for the visit to be completed. An administrator can place a specific time in
this box for the visit to be completed – staff will then see the time for the visit to
be completed. If a time is saved for a service within the “Client Default” area of
the client profile, this time field will automatically be populated for the
associated services.
If you choose not to use this feature as an administrator, you could allow your
staff to enter times here to help them manage their own schedules. Additionally,
you could have your staff enter times here once the visit has been completed
as a way for them to communicate to you when they actually did the visit. This is
a flexible tool for you to use as you see fit for your business.
Remember to click the orange “Save Start Times” button to save any changes
made to these times.
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Inside your Calendar Tab
This tab allows you to see a daily detailed layout of the current day’s schedule
with details. Clicking the small calendar icon will bring up a pop-up, allowing
you to choose a different date. You can click on the Sitters name to go to their
profile. You can also click on the appointment and ‘manage’ it.

If an appointment has any zip code, exception or overbooking conflicts, they
will appear in red. Appointments with no conflicts will appear in black.
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Inside your Visits Tab
This tab allows you to mark new visits as confirmed, as well as mark visits as
Completed.

Only someone with Admin Permissions sees the

Show for all staff button.

Clicking the ‘Show New Visits’ button will populate a list of all new visits for which
this individual has been scheduled to complete. To confirm these visits, select
each visit, and click the “Marked checked visits as confirmed” button.
NOTE: *Within the manage screen, those visits that have not been confirmed by
an assigned staff will have an orange background appear behind the name of
the service. Once the sitter has confirmed the visit, the background will be
white. You may search for appointments containing any unconfirmed visit under
the Appts tab.
Clicking the ‘Show Uncompleted Visits’ button will bring up a list of visits that
have not been marked as completed. To mark these visits as complete, select
each service and click ‘Mark as Completed’.
It is important to note, from a bookkeeping standpoint, that visits that are not
marked as Completed will not show up in Staff members payroll.
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Inside your QB Trans Tab
This tab allows you to search for transactions related to Quickbooks online.
You can search for Quickbooks invoices based on the following filters: Date range based on last
modified date of transaction, Transaction Types – Select Invoices, Vendor Bills, or Client
Payments from the drop-down menu, Status – Select Failures or Successes from the drop-down
menu, an appointment ID number, or a Message. Select your filter, and click the “Search”
button.

You will also find that a list of failed Quickbooks transactions will automatically
populate this list when you first select the tab. If you receive a Quickbooks error,
you may review the error message in this tab. You may try to reprocess the
invoice, fix the error and then reprocess the invoice, or choose to delete it from
the list.
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Inside your Reports Tab
This tab allows you to generate reports regarding your Clients, your Staff
members, and your business data. You may also send e-mails to both your staff
and clients through the Client and Staff Report Engines.
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Activity Log: Review a log of all appointment related activity in your account. Indicate the
desired date range for which you want to search. You can narrow your search further by
inputting a specific appointment number or activity related to a specific client or staff member
within the desired time period. Once you have set your parameters, click the "Run Report"
button and the activity log will generate.

Information returned will include the specific date and time the action was performed, the user
logged in to perform the action, the related appointment number and the action being
performed.
Charges and Refunds: For businesses that are integrated with authorize.net, Sage Processing or
TSYS and process client credit cards through Power Pet Sitter, use this report to see a log of all
charges that have occurred through your Power Pet Sitter account. Input the date range you
would like to search, and click the "Run Report" button. You have the option to narrow your
search with an appointment number.

The report will return a list of all charges including: date and time of charge; appointment
number; client's name, amount of charge, and the user that logged in and ran the charge.
Credit Balances: See a list of those clients with a credit balance on their account. Once you click
on the “Credit Balances” link, a list of clients and the credit balance amount within their profile
will appear, in addition to the client payment type and last day adjusted. Columns are sortable.
*Credit balances are only applicable for clients that pay by credit card
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Key Audit: This report will show you a list of clients and who is listed as having a key in their
profile, along with the last appointment start date that the Client was scheduled for and their
current staff assignments. You can export this information into an Excel file, as well as sort by
headers anything that’s underlined.

Pet Birthday Report: This report will show you the birthdates of the pets in your system, as well
as the Client they belong to and gender. You can export this list to an Excel file.
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Quickbooks Credit Card Customer Appointments: Review a list of invoices created for
Quickbooks of credit card customers. Enter a date range based on the start date of the
appointment. Click the “Run Report” button, and a list of clients and appointments with a start
date within the established time frame will appear. You may review the appointment ID, and
when the invoice was created and last modified per client.

Vaccination Report: This report shows you a list of your clients, their corresponding pets and
the status of their vaccinations. You can export this list to an Excel file as well.
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Clients by Veterinarian: See a list of all veterinarians, and a list of those clients based on their
veterinarian. When you select the “Clients by Veterinarian” link, a list of all veterinarians will
appear. Below each vet, a list of clients and their pets will appear. Underlined names are
clickable links. Clicking on the Client name or Pet name will lead you to the respective profile.
Clicking on a Vet will lead you to that Vet’s information in your Business tab.

Client Engine Report: Use this engine to generate a list of clients based on the filter options you
select. Check the search criteria you would like for your client list, and click the “Show Clients”
button. A list of clients which meet the requirements of your filter will appear. From the
generated list, check the clients that you would like to send an email to. To the right of the list,
create an email to be sent to all of the selected clients.

You can also export data from selected clients to an Excel spreadsheet by selecting the clients,
and clicking the “Export” button. To print mailing labels, select the clients you wish to create a
mailing label for, and click the “Labels” button. Be sure to review the “Read Me First”
instructions for formatting to set the proper header, footer, and margins for printing. Use Avery
8160 label sheets for printing specifications.
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Referral Report: See revenue earned based on type of referral. Enter a time frame during which
you would like to see generated revenue. Click the “Run Report” button and a list of revenue
will appear based on the referral type. You will see the number of clients with the indicated
referral type, and the revenue earned within the indicated date range.

New Client Revenue: Review new client data in this report. Enter a date range for which you
would like to see new client information. A list of new clients established during the provided
time frame will appear. You will see the client name, the primary sitter assigned, how they were
referred, their zip code, and their revenue.

Adjusted Revenue Report: See revenue for an indicated time period based on different
services. Enter a time period during which you would like to see generated revenue. Click the
“Run Report” button and a list of services will appear. You will see the total number of services
completed, the revenue earned by each service, the average charge for each service, and the
percent of business each service filled. You will see this for both service totals without
considering discounts and a second column with discount consideration.
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Revenue by Zip Codes: See revenue earned based on zip code. Enter a time frame during which
you would like to see generated revenue. Click the “Run Report” button, and a list of zip codes
will appear. You will also see the number of clients in the given zip code, as well as the revenue
earned in each zip code for the indicated date range.

Service Summary Report: Review the payroll amounts for each individual staff member. Enter
the date range of the report you wish to generate. Click the “Run Report” button, and a list of
your sitters who have earned money within the time period will generate. The amount earned
by each staff will appear beside their name. You may also select to see a detailed description of
the visits completed by checking the “Show Detail” box. You can export data for the staff by
selecting their name from the box of staff names. Click the “Export” button to send the
information to an Excel spreadsheet.
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Staff Report Engine: Use this engine to generate a list of staff based on the filter options you
select. Mark the search criteria you would like for your staff list, and click the “Show Staff”
button. A list of staff which meets the requirements of your filter will appear. From the
generated list, check the staff that you would like to send an email to. To the right of the list,
create an email to be sent to all of the selected staff.

You can also export data from selected staff to an Excel spreadsheet by selecting the staff, and
clicking the “Export” button. To print mailing labels, select the staff you wish to create a mailing
label for, and click the “Labels” button. Be sure to review the “Read Me First” instructions for
formatting to set the proper header, footer, and margins for printing. Use Avery 8160 label
sheets for printing specifications.
Sitter time off Schedule: This Report is also available through your Calendar view. It shows the
full schedule and exception hours for the selected date range.
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Completed Visits Report: This report is best used in hand with our mobile application, that can
be found on both Google’s Play Store and Apple’s App store. It shows you every visit that has
been completed and when, and generates based on Visit Date. If a visit is marked off through
the application with the location services on, GPS coordinates are captured and displayed. If
you have our Check In Feature enabled, it will show you the start and end time of the visit.

Short Visit Report: This report will show you every visit that was marked as complete without
hitting the set elapsed ‘Minimum Service time’ set in each service.
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Appointment Confirmations:
Review and send appointment confirmations for upcoming visits. Select the number of
days before the start date of the appointment to generate a list of appointments for that time
period. Mark the appointments you would like to send a confirmation for. At the top of the
screen, select who you would like to send the confirmation to and click the “Submit checked
items” button.
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E-mail Schedules: Email staff schedules to the Admin users for an upcoming time period.
Indicate a date range no longer than a week. Select the sitters whose schedules should be
emailed, or check the “All Staff” box. If you would like the sitters to also receive the emails,
check the “Send schedules to sitters” box. When ready to send the schedules, click the “Send”
button.
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How to manage and schedule appointments
Scheduling:
In the Users tab, search for the Client you want to schedule.

1. Select Client to search for a client.
2. Leave the box blank and ALL clients will be listed in alphabetical order by first
name.
3. To narrow your search, type the first name, last name, username, OR pet
name for the client or staff you are searching for and click “Search”. A list will
appear of clients or staff. Active clients or staff will appear in white and light blue
rows. Inactive clients or staff will appear in a gray row. Once a list of clients or
staff appears, select the type of action indicated to the right of the name,
which you would like to perform.
Next to the name of the client, click the ‘Schedule’ link.
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Enter a name and start date for the appointment.

If this will be a one-time appointment, enter the end date of the appointment. If
this will be a recurring appointment, select the frequency for the appointment to
recur.
Click the ‘Continue’ button when you are done.
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If more than one day is included in the date range, select which days of the
week require service. If the schedule will be the same for each day of the
appointment, mark ‘yes’. If not, mark ‘No’.
The next screen will be a list of your available services for selection. Choose the
services you want to schedule and then the time block you want the service in.
You can then choose to add extra Services, or Add-ons.
Click the continue button when you’re done with your selection.

If you selected ‘Yes’ in the last screen, you will be redirected to the ‘Manage
Appointment Screen’. If you selected ‘No’, you will be prompted to repeat this
step for each date selected. After services have been selected for each date in
the appointment, you will then be redirected to the ‘Manage Appointment’
screen.
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This is where you will review the appointment.
1) Verify the services that have been scheduled for each day
2) Assign a sitter to perform the services.
3) Verify sitter’s rate of pay per visit by looking at the Staff Rate for each
instance of service.
If a sitter’s name shows in blue, then there are no conflicts within the system. Blue
is the ideal color.
If a sitter’s name shows in red, there is a conflict of interest somewhere. Hover
your mouse over the name in red to see why. The most common reasons are the
sitter not having the client’s zip code in their list of serviceable zip codes, the
sitter has marked themselves off in their exception hours for this day/time block,
or if this is the last visit a sitter can be scheduled before they are completely
booked. You can change and check these in the sitter’s profile.
Once you have verified your visits, scroll down to the Client Pricing Details and
make sure that everything is appropriately generated.
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Once you’re sure that an appointment is covered and properly set to invoice,
you will click the ‘Approve’ button. This will automatically move the
appointment from the Unapproved list to the Approved list. Send a confirmation
of the appointment by selecting who you’d like to receive the confirmation with
the ‘Send Confirmation’ button. You can select to send it to just the
Administrator, the Sitter, or the Client, with a further option to show said client the
sitter assigned to the appointment.
NOTE: Whenever you are in the scheduler do not use your back button or click
away from the page. This will cause an error and force you to cancel the
appointment and start again.
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Schedule a recurring appointment:
If, on the first step of scheduling, you selected for the appointment to be
recurring, click on your Recurring tab to review clients with recurring
appointments.

When you’re ready to schedule the next instance of the client’s appointment,
click the ‘Schedule’ button to create the next appointment. You will be
automatically redirected to the Manage Appointment screen.
Manage and then approve the appointment.
You may make any changes necessary to an individual recurring appointment
once it has been scheduled, without affecting the next recurring appointment.
The recurring appointment will always be scheduled as the original appointment
was scheduled. To make permanent changes to a recurring appointment, click
the “Delete” button in the Recurring tab and schedule a new recurring
appointment.
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Making a change to an existing appointment:
In the User tab, search for the client to schedule. Enter the client’s name or pet
name and click ‘Search’. Click the ‘Review’ button that will be found next to the
client name. This will take you to the ‘Review my Appointment’ screen, showing
a total history of that client’s appointments.

If the appointment that you are looking for isn’t obvious, you can enter a date
range containing the appointment that needs editing and click ‘Continue’ to
have the system populate it. Find the appointment you need to edit, and then
click the ‘Manage’ link. This will take you to the ‘Manage Appointments’ screen.
Removing visits and services are as easy as unchecking the next to the service.
Please always remember to save before clicking away to another page. The
system does not have any kind of auto save.
If you need to add visits or a day on the appointment, there are a number of
ways you can achieve this.
1) For adding visits to a single Day of an appointment, please click the ‘View
Summary Page’. This will take you to a detailed list of services and details.
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Click on the date that you would like to edit and the system will redirect you to
the Scheduler, specific for that date.
2) For adding another Day of services to the appointment, click on the ‘Edit’
button within the summary page. This will take you back to the beginning
of the scheduling, however the fields will contain the information of the
original appointment, just add in the additional day and services needed.
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3) You may also edit appointments by clicking on the ‘Access Scheduler’
button on the ‘Manage Appointment’ page. You will be redirected to the
beginning of the ‘Schedule Appointment’ process.
NOTE: Whenever you are in the scheduler do not use your back button or
click away from the page. This will cause an error and force you to cancel
the appointment and start again.
Adding a note to a visit:
Within the manage screen of an appointment, click the ‘View Summary Page’
link at the top of the page.

On the summary page, you will see each day of the appointment as well as the
scheduled services. Next to the assigned sitter’s name, there will be a notepad
icon.

Clicking that notepad icon will bring up a free form text box. Type the note and
hit save. The notepad icon will have a blue box around it when a note has been
added. Note: If an approved appointment has a note added to it, the Admin
will get a notification alerting you.
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Staff and sitters will see a note added to an appointment in this manner by
hovering their mouse pointer over the blue box as well as in the nightly Schedule
E-mails.
Deleting an existing appointment:
There is no way to delete appointments. Items shouldn’t be deleted from the
system because they cannot be recovered. Accidental deletions could
potentially cause a lot of conflicts. Users are able to cancel appointments, and
inactivate clients, staff, and pets.
Cancel an existing appointment:
From your ‘Manage Appointment’ screen, find and click the ‘Cancel/Void’
Button.

This will cancel the appointment. Canceled appointments will show up in
Client’s review appointments list in grey.

Clients are only able to cancel appointments that have not been marked as
completed. Administrative and selected Staff can cancel an appointment and
reinstate it as ‘Active’ at any time.
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Merging appointments:
PPS allows you to merge appointments, canceling the ones selected and
merging everything into a single, larger appointment. You will find the Merge
Button inside your appointments, along the same line as your approve and
Charge buttons.

Clicking ‘Merge Appts’ will take you to the next screen.

1)
2)
3)
4)

Rename your appointment. The system will not port in previous appointment names.
Select the appointments you want to merge.
Adjust any specific appointment discount.
Click merge.

This will drop you back into the Manage Appointment page for the newly created appointment.
The appointments used to merge into this will be canceled and will no longer show up on
schedules.
Unmerging: You can unmerge an appointment if they’ve been merged in error. Click ‘Unmerge’
found on the same action button line as Approve and Access Scheduler.
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